Watch-to-Learn: Video Response for: ________ Oasis of the Pacific ________

Learning by watching is the easiest way, especially if you take the time before, during & after to THINK. The best way to do this is save speaking for last! Kūpuna remind us to learn this way…

New Words to Know (before viewing)
1. sediment ____________________
2. marine debris ____________________
3. keystone species ____________________

Listen (during viewing)……………………………………& THINK!
Read these questions before viewing the film and listen for possible answers.
4. What 3 human activities put marine ecosystems in danger?
5. Which groups of people are causing the problems?
6. What can certain people do to solve the problems?
7. Why is it important to take action to protect all ocean life?

Read & Write (after viewing) ………………………………………& THINK!
Hawaiian scientists put their memory to use. Write the answers to the questions above here. If you don’t know the answers, write other important ideas, questions or comments that are uppermost in your mind about this film here:

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Speak! ……………………………………………………………& LISTEN MORE!
8. In small groups, decide what actions each of you want to &/or will take to solve the problems shown on this film. Share your responses with the class.

Explore! Try out this class project: Create 2 ecosystem models in fish tanks– 1 that supports flora & fauna with organic ancient Hawaiian methods only, & 1 that shows how modern non-organic activities affects flora & fauna. Record changes you make and observe in each tank every week for 3 or more weeks.